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Amendment 1
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 5a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(5a) In order to ensure that the expected 
increase in air traffic does not cause or 
exacerbate congestion in European 
airspace, with all the economic, 
environmental and security costs that that 
would entail, fragmentation of that 
airspace should be remedied and this 
Regulation should be implemented as 
swiftly as possible.

Or. en

Amendment 2
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 5b (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(5b) The implementation of the Single 
European Sky should have a positive 
impact in terms of growth, employment 
and competitiveness in Europe, in 
particular by increasing demand for jobs 
requiring advanced qualifications.

Or. en

Amendment 3
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 10

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(10) To ensure the consistent and sound 
oversight of service provision across 
Europe, the national supervisory authorities 
should be guaranteed sufficient 

(10) To ensure the consistent and sound 
oversight of service provision across 
Europe, the national supervisory authorities 
should be guaranteed sufficient 
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independence and resources. This should 
not prevent a national supervisory authority 
from being part of a regulatory authority 
competent for several regulated sectors if 
that regulatory authority fulfils the 
independence requirements, or from being 
joined in terms of its organisation with the 
national competition authority. .

independence and financial and human 
resources. This should not prevent a 
national supervisory authority from being 
part of a regulatory authority competent for 
several regulated sectors if that regulatory 
authority fulfils the independence 
requirements, or from being joined in terms 
of its organisation with the national 
competition authority.

Or. en

Amendment 4
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 12

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(12) National supervisory authorities 
have a key role to play in the 
implementation of the Single European 
Sky and they should therefore cooperate 
with each other in order to enable the 
exchange of information on their work and 
decision-making principles, best practices 
and procedures as well as with regard to 
the application of this Regulation and to 
develop a common approach, including 
through enhanced cooperation at regional 
level. This cooperation should take place 
on a regular basis.

(12) National supervisory authorities 
have a key role to play in the 
implementation of the Single European 
Sky and they should therefore cooperate 
with each other in order to enable the 
exchange of information on their work and 
decision-making principles, best practices 
and procedures as well as with regard to 
the application of this Regulation and to 
develop a common approach, including 
through enhanced cooperation at regional 
level. This cooperation should take place 
on a regular basis through the European 
Central Repository referred to in Article 8 
of Regulation (EU) No 376/2014.

Or. en

Amendment 5
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 15 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(15a) Unless specific mechanisms are put 
in place, air-based and ground-based 
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investment projects relating to the ATM 
Master Plan may take place in an 
uncoordinated manner, which could delay 
the effective deployment of SESAR 
technologies.

Or. en

Amendment 6
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Article 1 – paragraph 1

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

1. This Regulation lays down rules for 
the creation and effective functioning of 
the Single European Sky in order to 
reinforce current air traffic safety 
standards, to contribute to the sustainable 
development of the air transport system 
and to improve the overall performance of 
air traffic management and air navigation 
services for general air traffic in Europe, 
with a view to meeting the requirements of 
all airspace users. The Single European 
Sky shall comprise a coherent pan-
European network , a progressively more 
integrated airspace, network management 
and air traffic management systems based 
on safety, efficiency, interoperability and 
technological modernisation , for the 
benefit of all airspace users, citizens and 
the environment.

1. This Regulation lays down rules for 
the creation and effective functioning of 
the Single European Sky in order to ensure 
current air traffic safety standards, to 
contribute to the sustainable development 
of the air transport system and to improve 
the overall performance of air traffic 
management and air navigation services for 
general air traffic in Europe, with a view to 
meeting the requirements of all airspace 
users. The Single European Sky shall 
comprise a coherent pan-European 
network, an integrated airspace, network 
management and air traffic management 
systems based on safety, efficiency, 
interoperability and technological 
modernisation for the benefit of citizens, 
all airspace users and the environment.

Or. en

Amendment 7
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Article 3 – paragraph 5 – point a

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(a) they shall be recruited under clear 
and transparent processes which ensure 

(a) they shall be recruited under clear 
and transparent processes and criteria 
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their independence; which ensure their independence;

Or. en

Amendment 8
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Article 3 – paragraph 5 – b a new

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(ba) not be seconded from air navigation 
servicce providers (ANSPs) or companies 
under the control of ANSPs

Or. en

Amendment 9
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Article 3 – paragraph 6 – subparagraph 2

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

Persons in charge of strategic decisions, 
audits or other functions directly linked to 
performance targets or oversight of air 
navigation service providers, shall not hold 
any professional position or responsibility 
with any air navigation service provider 
after their term in the national supervisory 
authority, for at least a period of two years.

Persons in charge of strategic decisions, 
audits or other functions directly linked to 
performance targets or oversight of air 
navigation service providers, shall not hold 
any professional position or responsibility 
with any air navigation service provider 
after their term in the national supervisory 
authority of for more than six months, for 
at least a period of two years.

Or. en

Amendment 10
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Article 3 – paragraph 10

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

10. The Commission shall establish 
detailed rules laying down the modalities 

10. The Commission shall establish 
detailed rules laying down the modalities 
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of recruitment and selection procedures 
referred to in paragraph 5, points (a) and 
(b). Those implementing acts shall be 
adopted in accordance with the 
examination procedure referred to in 
Article 37(3).

of recruitment and selection procedures 
referred to in paragraph 5, points (a), (b) 
and (ba). Those implementing acts shall be 
adopted in accordance with the 
examination procedure referred to in 
Article 37(3) and shall specify:.

Or. en

Amendment 11
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Article 3 – paragraph 10 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

10 a. the level of separation required by 
the appointing entity from any company, 
organisation, public or private entity or 
staff falling within the scope of national 
supervisory authorities or having an 
interest in the activities of such entities, 
with a view to maintaining a balance 
between avoiding conflicts of interest and 
administrative efficiency;

Or. en

Amendment 12
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Article 3 – paragraph 10 b (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(b) relevant technical qualifications of 
staff involved in audits.

Or. en

Amendment 13
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Article 25 – paragraph 1
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Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

1. Air navigation service providers, 
independently of their system of ownership 
or legal structures , shall annually draw up 
and publish their financial accounts. These 
accounts shall comply with the 
international accounting standards adopted 
by the Union . Where, owing to the legal 
status of the air navigation service 
provider, full compliance with the 
international accounting standards is not 
possible, the provider shall achieve such 
compliance to the maximum possible 
extent. Air navigation service providers 
shall publish an annual report and regularly 
undergo an independent audit for the 
accounts referred to in this paragraph .

1. Air navigation service providers, 
independently of their system of ownership 
or legal structure, shall annually draw up 
and publish their financial accounts. These 
accounts shall comply with the 
international accounting standards adopted 
by the Union. Where, owing to the legal 
status of the air navigation service 
provider, full compliance with the 
international accounting standards is not 
possible, the provider shall achieve such 
compliance by the maximum 2 years from 
the entry in force of this Regulation. Air 
navigation service providers shall publish 
an annual report and regularly undergo an 
independent audit for the accounts referred 
to in this paragraph.

Or. en

Amendment 14
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Article 35 – paragraph -1 (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

-1 Implementation of the ATM 
Master Plan shall be coordinated by the 
Commission.

Or. en

Amendment 15
Marian-Jean Marinescu

Proposal for a regulation
Article 35 – paragraph 1 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

1 a. Where applicable, the design and 
execution of common projects shall aim to 
enable a set of basic interoperable 
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capabilities to exist in all Member States.
Or. en
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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

On 11 June 2013 the Commission adopted its proposal for a regulation on the implementation 

of the Single European Sky (2013/0186 (COD), which was repealing Regulations (EC) No 

549/2004, 550/2004, 551/2004 and 552/2004.

The concept of the Single European Sky is one of the flagship initiatives of the European 

Union, aiming at making the European air transport more efficient and environmentally 

friendly and the swift adoption and implementation of the concerned regulation has always 

been high on the agenda of the European Parliament. 

Hence, the Committee on Transport and Tourism, to which the proposal was referred on 1 

July 2013, has quickly adopted its report on 31 January 2014 and, on 12 March 2014, the 

plenary adopted the mandate to negotiate the text of the regulation with the Council. 

Regrettably, the Member States, divided on various elements of the proposal and held back by 

the ensuing disagreement over the status of the Gibraltar airport, only managed to adopt a 

partial general approach and failed to engage in the inter-institutional negotiations with the 

Parliament until today. Meanwhile, since the decision of the United Kingdom to leave the 

Union and its departure on 1 February 2020 meant that “Gibraltar issue” was finally removed 

from the discussion on the Single European Sky, on 24 September 2019 the Parliament 

confirmed its decision to enter into negotiations with the Council as part of resumption of 

business.  

However, on 22 September 2020, the European Commission submitted a new proposal under 

the same procedure, which amended its proposal of 11 June 2013 (COM (2020) 579 final), 

(hereinafter ‘the amended Commission proposal’). Its main goal, as stated in the explanatory 

memorandum, is “to enable the sector to better realise its economic potential while operating 

more sustainably” and “to provide for a revision ensuring a more flexible provision of air 

navigation services, fit for the operating environment of today and of the future”. The 

proposed measures aim also to “make it possible to adapt the capacity quickly and efficiently 

to increases or decreases in demand or to varying geographical needs and to contribute to the 

objectives of the European Green Deal and more concretely to the reduction of CO2 

emissions in the aviation sector”. 

The amended proposal was presented during the TRAN Committee meeting on 12 October 

2020 and generally welcomed by the Committee Members as long overdue and very much 
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needed step to reform and improve air traffic management system in Europe. 

It is worth noting that TRAN Committee received the amended Commission proposal at the 

same time as the proposal amending Regulation 2008/1139 as regards the capacity of EASA 

to act as Performance Review Body, in order to align two regulations. As both proposals are 

closely linked content-wise, the Rapporteurs and Shadow Rapporteurs appointed for both files 

have agreed to work in close cooperation and, to the extent possible, proceed in parallel in 

order to simultaneously reach the agreement with the Council.  

The updated Commission proposal restructures the original 2013 proposal, deletes old and 

includes a number of new elements, which either cover many of the Parliament’s amendments 

tabled in 2014, or make them obsolete or not relevant to the redrafted text. The proposal also 

takes into account the EASA basic regulation adopted in 2018 ((EU) 2018/1139) and 

accordingly adapts the original text to align it with recent modifications made by the latter. 

Considering these changes, a seven-year gap since the last discussion on SES took place in 

the TRAN Committee, and a completely new composition of the Parliament, the Rapporteur 

and the Shadow Rapporteurs agreed that it would be appropriate if the TRAN Members had a 

possibility to express their views on the updated text before the start of inter-institutional 

negotiations. However, a request for a new first reading by the Parliament would mean that 

the Commission would have to adopt a new proposal with a new procedure number and 

withdraw the 2013 proposal in order to respect the wording of the Ordinary Legislative 

Procedure foreseen in Article 294 TFEU. This would probably imply unnecessary 

complications in inter-institutional talks and, most likely, a substantial further delay in the 

procedure.

Considering the abovementioned arguments, the Rapporteur was advised to update the 

Parliament’s negotiating mandate by means of a committee vote.  This working document 

constitutes a first step in this update. 

After analysing and comparing the updated Commission proposal with the original proposal 

and the Parliament’s position from 2014, the Rapporteur proposes to make the following 

modifications to the latter (re-tabled, modified and new AMs are in bold): 

AM1 - withdrawn - corresponding text deleted by the Commission

AM2 - left unchanged - see new AM1 by the Rapporteur

AM3 - left unchanged - see new AM2 by the Rapporteur
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AM4 - withdrawn - reflected in Recital 6 of the updated Commission proposal

AM5 - withdrawn - concept covered by the updated Commission proposal

AM6 - withdrawn - covered in Recital 10 of the updated Commission proposal. See new 

AM3 by the Rapporteur.

AM7 - withdrawn - corresponding text modified by the Commission - see new AM4 by 

the Rapporteur 

AM8 - withdrawn - unnecessary addition 

AM9 - withdrawn - corresponding text deleted by the Commission

AM10 - withdrawn - corresponding text modified by the Commission (new Recital 15)

AM11 - left unchanged - see new AM5 by the Rapporteur

AM12 - withdrawn - corresponding text deleted by the Commission

AM13 - withdrawn - concept covered by the updated Commission proposal

AM14 - withdrawn - corresponding text moved and covered by Recital 35

AM15 - withdrawn - corresponding text deleted by the Commission

AM16 - withdrawn - corresponding text deleted by the Commission

AM17 - withdrawn - corresponding text moved and covered by Recital 34

AM18 - withdrawn - no longer necessary, concept covered by the updated Commission 

proposal 

AM19 - withdrawn - corresponding text deleted by the Commission

AM20 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM21 - withdrawn - corresponding text modified by the Commission in Recital 20

AM22, AM23 - withdrawn - corresponding text modified in Recital 45 - no longer necessary 

in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM24 - withdrawn - corresponding text modified by the Commission - see new AM6 by 

the Rapporteur

AM25, AM26 - withdrawn- corresponding text modified by the Commission - no necessary in 

the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM27, AM28 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM29 - withdrawn - corresponding text moved to Article 2(17) - covered by the updated 

Commission proposal

AM30 - withdrawn- corresponding text modified by the Commission

AM31 - withdrawn - corresponding text deleted by the Commission

AM32 - withdrawn - concept covered in Article 2 (21) 
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AM33 - withdrawn - concept covered in Article 2 (32)

AM34 - withdrawn - concept covered in Article 2 (24)

AM35, AM36 - withdrawn - not relevant in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM37, AM38 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM39 - withdrawn - concept covered in Article 2 (54)

AM40 - withdrawn - corresponding text moved to Article 2(40) - amendment not necessary in 

the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM41, AM42, AM43, AM44, AM45, AM46 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the 

updated Commission proposal

AM47, AM48 - withdrawn - concept covered by EASA basic regulation

AM49 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM50 - withdrawn - obsolete - new date covered by the updated Commission proposal

AM51, AM52 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM53 - withdrawn - see new AM7 by the Rapporteur 

AM54 - withdrawn - corresponding text modified by the Commission

AM55 - left unchanged - see new AM8 by the Rapporteur 

AM56 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM57, AM58, AM59 - withdrawn - see new AM9 by the Rapporteur 

AM60 - withdrawn - not relevant in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM61, AM62 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM63 - withdrawn - see new AM10 by the Rapporteur 

AM64 - withdrawn - see new AM11 by the Rapporteur 

AM65 - left unchanged - see new AM12 by the Rapporteur 

AM66, AM67 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM68, AM69, AM70 - withdrawn - concept covered by EASA basic regulation

AM71 - withdrawn - covered by the updated Commission proposal

AM72, AM73, AM74, AM75 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated 

Commission proposal

AM76 - withdrawn - covered by the EASA basic regulation

AM77, AM79, AM81, AM86, AM87 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the 

updated Commission proposal

AM78, AM80 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM82, AM83, AM84, AM85 - withdrawn - covered by the EASA basic regulation
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AM88 - withdrawn - concept covered by the EASA basic regulation

AM89, AM90 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM91 - withdrawn - covered by the updated Commission proposal

AM92 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM93 - withdrawn - concept covered by the EASA basic regulation

AM94, AM95, AM96, AM97, AM98 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the 

updated Commission proposal

AM99, AM100 - withdrawn - concept covered by the updated Commission proposal

AM101 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM102, AM103, AM104, AM105, AM106, AM107, AM108, AM109, AM110, AM111, 

AM112, AM113, AM114 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated 

Commission proposal

AM115 - withdrawn - not relevant - see new AM 14 and AM15 by the Rapporteur

AM116, AM117, AM118 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated 

Commission proposal

AM119, AM120, AM121, AM122, AM123, AM124, AM125, AM126, AM127, AM128, 

AM129 - withdrawn - not relevant in the context of the updated Commission proposal

AM130, AM132,AM135 - withdrawn - concept covered by the updated Commission proposal

AM131, AM133, AM134 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of the updated 

Commission proposal

AM136 - withdrawn - concept covered by the EASA basic regulation

AM137 - withdrawn - obsolete - see new AM13 by the Rapporteur

AM138 - withdrawn - concept covered by the updated Commission proposal

AM139, AM140, AM141, AM142 and AM143 - withdrawn - not necessary in the context of 

the updated Commission proposal


